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Deity
A deity (/ ? d i? ? t i / (), / ? d e?-/ ()) is a supernatural being considered divine or sacred. The Oxford Dictionary
of English defines deity as "a god or goddess (in a polytheistic religion)", or anything revered as divine. C. Scott
Littleton defines a deity as "a being with powers greater than those of ordinary humans, but who interacts with
humans, positively or negatively, in ways ...

ASK THE BIBLE
What distinguishes Christianity from other Faiths? GRACE What is Grace? Undeserved mercy by God the
Father to rescue mankind through His Son, Jesus Christ. While other faiths struggle to reach God by following
Laws, Regulations, Pillars of faith, Mantras and Rules a Christian lives in true freedom outside these constraints
and religious dogmas.

REVELATION OF THE TRUE SATAN
Excerpted from THE SECRET DOCTRINE Vol. 2, Page 477 THE GENESIS OF THE DEVIL. May we not
then be permitted to drag the deep rivers of the Past, and thus bring to the surface the root idea that led to the
transformation of the Wisdom-God, who had first been regarded as the creator of everything that exists, into an
Angel of Evil -- a ridiculous horned biped, half goat and half monkey, with ...

SHINTO
Shinto creation stories tell of the history and lives of the "Kami" (deities). Among them was a divine couple,
Izanagi-no-mikoto and Izanami-no-mikoto, who gave birth to the Japanese islands.

What Is God's Plan for Mankind? | Biblical Truths
What is God's plan for mankind? Are some predestined for heaven and most for hell? What is going to happen
to planet Earth in the next five to ten years?

DOING BUSINESS GOD'S WAY: 4 cornerstones and 3 key ...
Doing business God’s way includes four cornerstones that will help you move into the light of universal laws,
which must happen before we begin the entrepreneurial work of creating a business or expanding an established
business. The first cornerstone is the utilization of the Bible as the ...

Gods Light on Dark Clouds
God's Light on Dark Clouds. Theodore Cuyler, 1882 "A most delightful and experimental little volume. None of
the Christian literature of the day is fresher, healthier, or more spiritual."

Bible Only Revelation Commentary by Steven Rudd
The book of Revelation is the easiest book in the Bible to understand… that is of course if you were a Jew
living in Jerusalem in AD 66. The overarching theme of the book of Revelation is the extinction of physical
Mosaic Judaism with the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple as the final phase of fulfilment of Jeremiah 31:31.

Exposing Joyce Meyer
Joyce Meyer is a well known religious teacher on television and through various radio and Internet channels.
However, what you may not realize is that she is teaching false doctrine that does not align with the true gospel
of Jesus.

Spinoza's A Theologico
Electronic version of Spinoza's A Theologico-Political Treatise - Part 1. page 13 CHAPTER I.—Of Prophecy
Bk.XIA:9028.{} Yirmiyahu Yovel(1:1) Prophecy, or revelation is sure knowledge revealed by G-D to man.
(1:2) A prophet is one who interprets the revelations of G-D {} to those who are unable to attain to sure
knowledge of th

